Mulberry Elementary 2019-2020
3rd Grade Optional Supply List
The following items are optional supplies for your 3rd grader. Your child's homeroom teacher MAY have specific items needed for her class as well.

1 pack of bold thick-lined yellow highlighters
3 packs of plain, yellow, wooden pencils (Ticonderoga brand is preferred.)
4 block erasers (not pencil tops)
5 marble composition notebooks
1 plastic pocket folder with prongs (blue)
1 large zipper pouch (holds supplies)
2- 24 pack of crayons
2 - 8 pack Crayola Classic Color Markers (Students will use this to create projects. Consider purchasing fine line (thin) markers.)
2 pairs of Fiskars blunt tip scissors (metal)
2 bottles of Elmer's liquid glue
4 large glue sticks
2 boxes of Kleenex
1 roll of paper towels (girls)
2 containers of baby wipes
1 box of quart size Ziploc bags (boys)
1 pair of earbuds for Chromebooks

NO BINDERS OR ROLLING SCHOOLBAGS!
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